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Background
Phil calls Sandgate near Brisbane, in Queensland his home town. He grew up there and at the age
of seventeen years, he joined the Australian Regular Army (ARA) on 7 January 1952 with the
Regimental Number 1/2445. Phil went through the 5th Recruit Training Company based at
Enoggera and on graduation was posted to the 2nd Battalion of The Royal Australian Regiment (2
RAR) at Puckapunyal. Phil recalls that George Mansford travelled that path with him.
2 RAR was mobilised for action in the Korean War but Phil could not go with them because he
was under nineteen years. He, and a group of under-aged diggers were sent to Watsonia to act as
security for that base. Apparently, thieves would enter the deserted base and steal whatever could
be lifted, even toilet seats. This work was not what the young diggers had signed on for, and so
after a letter to the then Minister for the Army, they were reassigned to 1 RAR based at Enoggera.
1 RAR was nominated to replace 2 RAR in Korea on the next rotation of units.
Overseas service in the Korean War
The ceasefire in Korea commenced in 1953, but the tension on both sides was acute. Fighting
could break out at any time and there were a number of violations of the ceasefire agreement.
1 RAR arrived in Korea aboard the SS “New Australia” on 31 March 1954 and Phil was at war.
But, bad luck got to him when, one night while he was guarding a stores train at a station in
Korea, another soldier had an accidental discharge from his rifle and the round wounded Phil in
the right shoulder. Phil’s unit was assigned to defend the “Kansas Line” and that is where most of
his Korean War time was served. This defended line was one continuous line of defence works
and fortifications which stretched from one side of the Korean Peninsular to the other. On 31
March 1955, 1 RAR returned to Australia (RTA) by aircraft via Manila in the Philippines.
Overseas Service in the Malayan Emergency
Phil rejoined 2 RAR at Enoggera in 1955, just as the Malayan Emergency (1955-60) became a
hot issue. The unit was battle ready and sailed to Penang on the MV “Georgic” arriving at Penang
on 19 October 1955. This was to be a two year posting. It was also the first time that Phil was
introduced to his military working dogs. Phil was a rifleman in an infantry section of B Company
(B Coy) and that sub-unit was based near the township of Ana Kulim in Northern Malaya. During
this time B Coy had a contact with the Communist Terrorists (CT) and recorded the first “hit” of
a CT by an Australian force in the Malayan Emergency.
Phil became interested in becoming a dog handler after a group of dog handlers from the Royal
Australian Engineers (RAE) asked for infantry volunteers to come forward and be trained in dog
handling. The dogs were an “engineer store”, and as such, came under the control of RAE. The
person in charge of the dogs was Corporal George Gray and it was his responsibility to train and
team up the dogs with their handlers. The headquarters (HQ) of the dog training in Malaya was at

the Jungle Training Centre at Kota Tinggi in the south of Malaya. George Gray had experience in
Korea with mine detecting dogs. George conducted interviews with prospective dog handlers
from 2 RAR and he selected Phil and Phil’s mate, Cecil “Honk” Crooks. Both went to the 2nd
Royal Army Veterinary Corps Dog Wing at Kota Tinggi for training and Phil was teamed-up
with a German Shepherd named “George”. But, George was very gun-shy and would even bark at
thunder. There was a moment when Australian humour overcame this problem. Phil and George
were travelling on a train when it stopped for a short while at a station. In Phil’s words: “George
and I had just gotten out of the guards van and I tied him up to a sapling in a tub on the platform.
Just then, a big clap of thunder startled George and he took off down the platform pulling the
sapling with him. He barged through all the people on the platform and straight into the Station
Master’s office where he hid under a large desk. I was under the desk trying to coax George out
when I felt a tap on my boot. I looked up and saw a British Army Colour Sergeant looking at me.
He said “are you one of those Horstralians?” I said “Yeah, and I am trying to get my Horse out
from under this desk!”.
George was unsuitable for infantry operations and so Phil was teamed-up with “Lawder”.
Lawder was a patrol dog and worked off-leash in front of an infantry patrol. Honk Crooks had a
tracker dog named “Tex”. The patrol dog worked to the front of the patrol and on indicating
something, the tracker dog would then go in, on-leash, and conduct a thorough search of the area
or item of interest.
When Phil and Honk returned to B Coy they were employed on numerous patrols and were
instrumental in detecting the location of camps, hides, caches and follow-ups on CT movement
through the jungle. Lawder and Tex earned their rations and were a popular item among the
diggers. The biggest contact in which Phil, Lawder, Honk and Tex were involved occurred early
one morning when Phil and Honk were exercising their dogs. In Phil’s words: “ Honk and I were
exercising our dogs just after dawn along this road when we heard an enormous amount of small
arms fire coming from a big contact about a mile ahead of us. We turned around and headed back
to our base and were met by a scout car which took us back to camp quickly. Our gear was
always packed ready for immediate deployment into the jungle and we were off to support the
unit which was heavily engaged with the enemy. Apparently, a rubber plantation owner went into
the bush and was ambushed by the CT. He and his Malay Police Field Force (MPFF) security
guards were killed and a truck which carried raw latex rubber was hit and set on fire. B Coy went
in hot pursuit of the CT using us and a Sarawak Ranger (a native Dyak or Iban visual tracker
from Borneo). An Army aerial spotter in an Auster aircraft flew overhead and indicated where the
CT were crossing a river up ahead, but because there was no communications between our radios,
the pilot had to undertake some ingenious manoeuvres to alert us as to his information. The
follow up intensified and we went into tracking mode. Last light overtook our patrol and we set
up a night harbour. Just on dusk a CT water carrier walked straight into our position and he was
wounded in the hand. The CT took off into the bush, but a couple of days later we tracked him
down, and by then, gangrene had set into his wound and he was in a bad way. However, the noise
of the contact alerted the CT patrol and they managed to escape out of our patrol area”.
But there was a strange sequel to this event. Phil continues: “During the contact with the CT
water carrier, Honk grabbed for his rifle and dropped the pilot line attached to Tex. Tex took off
after the CT and began to track him down without Honk behind him. Tex disappeared into the
jungle. With night upon the patrol, Honk could not follow up and Tex did not come back. At the
completion of our mission, the patrol returned to our base without Tex. As the days passed, hope
for Tex’s recovery faded. Then after seven days, Tex ran into the base and was reunited with us.
We were delighted and so relieved. Tex looked like he had been in a war zone all right. He had
wild animal bite wounds, open cuts, abrasions, bruises, very lacerated pads, a number of large

leeches on him and his ribs were sticking out of his rib cage from hunger. He was a mess. But he
was alive, he survived the ordeal and went on working as a tracker dog”.
Phil took Lawder to the British Army vets in Johor and while he was there a British officer asked
Phil to work Lawder, for about six weeks, in support of the Ghurkha Rifles. After permission was
granted Phil and Lawder worked with the Ghurkhas. During this time, Lawder had a magnificent
“point”. He indicated accurately the presence of a CT patrol which was over one mile (1.6 Kms)
away. The Ghurkhas were so impressed with this outcome that Phil ended up with a Ghurkha
batman to look after him.
After this, Phil and Lawder were a popular item to be called out in support of the Police and other
law enforcement agencies. Lawder indicated on many caches, stores dumps and camps used by
the CT during their attachment to non-Army authorities. The one drawback was that the Malay
Police Field Force (MPFF) was mainly of the Muslim religion. Islam does not look favourably on
any person who lives with animals and gets licked by a dog. Phil had a food dixie for himself and
another for his dog, and of course he slept with his dog. He was therefore considered “unclean”.
The MPFF officers did not have the same problems albeit most of them were British officers.
Unfortunately for Phil, the MPFF personnel would tell the bar girls that Phil was licked by dogs
and the girls would have nothing to do with Phil as a result. Phil, with the permission of his
officer decided to get them back for this. There was an MPFF person who continually slowed
down patrols when engaged on carrying duties near “jeep heads”. So Phil put Lawder behind him
in the hope of expediting the job, and maybe, they could all get back into their vehicles at the jeep
head before the torrential rain of the monsoon season would drench them. It worked. The MPFF
person was in a cold sweat by the time they reached the jeep head trying to stay away from
Lawder. But it all came undone when Lawder jumped into one of the troop carrying vehicles, ran
down the seated MPFF personnel and then shook all the river water off himself. The water hit the
MPFF people whereupon they all hurled themselves off the truck and ran down to the river to
wash off the “dog water”. It rained, everybody got wet, but it demonstrated that a dog could be
used for more than just patrolling and tracking.
In 1957, Phil was posted back to Australia and on his RTA he had to hand Lawder over to the
engineers at Kota Tinggi. It was an emotional farewell given that Lawder had been such a useful
combat multiplier to the Australian and other forces. Phil went back to Malaya with 1 RAR from
1959 to 1961 as a digger in the Anti-tank Platoon, but could not locate Lawder.
Post Army Life
Phil discharged from the Army on 7 April 1970 and worked in government and security
companies until he retired. On 5 March 2009, the Commanding Officer of the 2nd Combat
Engineer Regiment (2 CER) formed up his unit for his explosive detecting dogs to receive their
medals. At the end of the parade, Pte Daniel’s name was called. He answered with a soldier like
“Sir” and then fronted up on the 2 CER parade. He received the Canine Service Medal and the
War Dog Operational Medal in recognition of the great work contributed by his dog, Lawder. It
took 42 years to come, but at long last, Lawder’s work had been recognised in a manner befitting
that of a good soldier. There were tears in Phil’s eyes.

